1* Introduction and statement of main results*
Dehn's construction can be iterated, which gives rise to the notion of Dehn equivalence between 3-manifolds [see §2]. Dehn equivalent manifolds not only have the same homology, but we also have the following invariant groups. It follows from Theorem A that manifolds with the same homology need not be Dehn equivalent, e.g., S 1 x S 1 x S 1 and the connected sum (S 1 x S 2 )*^1 x S 2 )*^1 x S 2 ). The notion of Dehn equivalence can be stabilized as follows. Let M\ N' be 3-manifolds. Attach finitely many 1-handles [thickend 1-cells] to dW and dN' to obtain 3-manifolds M and N. We say say that M r and N f are stably Dehn equivalent if there exist such manifolds M and N which are Dehn equivalent. This is an equivalence relation. Recall that a homotopy 3-disc is a compact, simply connected 3-manifold whose boundary is homeomorphic with S 2 . Our main result is the following.
THEOREM B. Every homotopy 3-disc is stably Dehn equivalent with D\
It follows from Theorem B that every homotopy 3-sphere [i.e., simply connected, closed 3-manifold] is a connected sum factor of a manifold which is Dehn equivalent with S 3 . Theorem B is a reduction of the Poincare conjecture, i.e., the Poincare conjecture can be proved by showing that D z is the only homotopy 3-disc which is stably Dehn equivalent with D*.
NORRIS WEAVER
One can construct 3-manifolds as follows, (i) successively perform Dehn constructions on a solid torus T g of genus g ^ 0 a finite number, k ^ 1, of times to produce a manifold T' gf and (ii) remove 1-handles, g in number, from T' g to produce a manifold M. According to Theorem B, if the Poincare conjecture is false, then a counterexample M, i.e., a homotopy 3-disc different from D 3 , can be produced by this construction, which we call the SuD-construction.
Attempting to construct a nontrivial homotopy 3-disc by the SD-construction in the case g = 0, k -1 [or in the case g = 1, k = 1] is the same as trying to produce a nontrivial homotopy 3-sphere by doing a single Dehn construction on S 3 . The conjecture in knot theory that all knots have property P is the conjecture that a single nontrivial Dehn construction on S 3 never produces a simply connected manifold. [See § 2 for the concept of a trivial Dehn construction.] This conjecture has been studied by several authors, see (1), (2), (4), (6) , (7) The next four sections deal respectively with the definition of Dehn equivalence and the proofs of Theorems A, C, and B, together with related results. It is possible to obtain the same homology sphere from S 3 by Dehn constructions along different knots. In the final section we give an infinite class of such knots and verify that most of the homology spheres involved are not simply connected, which generalizes a result of (2) and (4).
In the following we work in the category of smooth manifolds and maps since this is convenient for the transversality argument in § 5. Everything we do has a PL analog however.
2* Dehn's construction* Let M be a 3-manifold and let * be an element of S
, M n , n Ξ> 0 are such that M i+ί is obtained from Mi by Dehn's construction, then we say that any two manifolds diffeomorphic with M o and M n respectively are Dehn equivalent. This is an equivalence relation. It is easily proved that there is a commutative square as follows. ). Given any group G we denote G/G β+1 , c^Oby V£G). We have a commutative diagram in which the slanted arrows are inclusion induced. Note that V c is a functor. The image of this functor is the group variety V c of groups with nil-c. The image of a push out diagram under the functor V c is a push out diagram in the category V c . The SeifertVanKampen theorem applied to M = PU (Λf\int P), M 1 = P ι U (Λf\int P) describes ^Λf and ^ikfi as push outs. By the commutative triangle above these push out diagrams become isomorphic after the functor V 2 is applied. Thus VJjtJd) = VJjtJdύ and Theorem A is proved.
It follows from this proof that the diagram of § 2 also commutes when H* is replaced by V 2 π 19 We show that V z (π t M) is not necessarily invariant under Dehn equivalence by giving an example. Let P, P 1 be as in the proof above, but choose P, P x so that g, n = 1. Let N be the double of P, and glue dP to dP 1 by the identity map to obtain N t = P\J P ιm Then N and N ± are Dehn equivalent, but V z (πjsί) is nilpotent of class three while V^πJSί^ is nilpotent of class two.
If F, as in the proof of Theorem A, is chosen to have the smallest possible genus g, then we say that the Dehn construction has genus g. Let E be the group variety defined by the Engel law [y, z] ].] The proof of Theorem A with slight modification proves the following. THEOREM 
If N is obtained from M by a Dehn construction of genus one t then E(πJΛ) = E{π x N).
The groups in E have the following structure. 
3, namely E(G) 3 , by V 2 (G).
The proof of Theorem 2 has much in common with the proof of the structure theorem for Burnside groups of period three (5, pp. 320-324), so we omit the proof.
It follows from Theorem 2 that if G has a given finite presentation, then E{G) has a solvable word problem.
The group E(π t M) is not necessarily invariant under Dehn equivalence. This is shown by manifolds N, N x constructed as above, but in the case g ^ 2, n = 1 rather than the case g, n -1. ).] Up to orientation preserving diffeomorphism M 1 is determined by n and the isotopy class of I in M.
4*
Let 1£ be the link of Figure 1 . Let k x be the small unknotted component, let k 2 be the component which is a figure eight knot, and let k 3 be the remaining unknotted component. The example which proves Theorem C will be constructed in three steps each of which is an example. 2. Let n Φ 0 be an integer. Do Dehn constructions of types (k' 2 , n) and (fcj, -n) simultaneously to change K f into a link iΓ". [These two constructions can also be performed successively, but it is conceptually and notationally convenient to perform such constructions simultaneously.] The components k" and k" are figure eight knots while k" has Alexander polynomial nt 2 + (1 -2n) (1 -2n) t + n and £ 2 -3fc + 1 respectively. If n Φ -1, then neither polynomial divides the other, so neither component of L is a companion knot of the other component. Delete k" from K" to obtain U whose components have polynomials nt 2 + (1 -2n)t + n and t 2 -3£ + 1 respectively. Neither component of U is a companion of the other if n Φ -1. By the construction of L and U we can transform L into U by successively doing Dehn constructions of types (ϊ 3 , n) and (k lf 1) followed by simultaneously doing the constructions (k 2 , n) and {k [, -n) = 1, z ^ 0.] In order to prove the claim by induction we temporarily drop the assumption that M be compact. Clearly the claim is true if U is connected. Assume the claim to be true when U has n ^ 1 components and consider the case n + 1. We can link homotop one component so that it becomes isotopy trivial. Extend this link homotopy to become a link homotopy of the entire link. Remove the isotopy trivial component from M to produce a manifold, say Λf\Zi By inductive hypothesis we can link homotop the remaining components in Λf\Zi to become an isotopy trivial link. The entire link is now isotopy trivial in M and the claim follows. The two claims prove Theorem 2 as follows. The compact manifold M has some handlebody decomposition
where T g us a solid torus of genus g and the h/s are disjoint 2-handles, i.e., disjoint thickened 2-cells attached to dT g . [Sometimes Proof. The knot fc(l, q), q Φ 0 has property P according to (2) and (4) . The theorem follows if any of |j>|, \q\, \r\ is 1. The remaining case is \p\, \q\, \r\ > 3, and we can assume r > 0. Present π, B(p, q, r) as <α, 6, c; After the substitutions b -a~ιd~x and a -e^d we obtain G = <d, e; d z = e*) .
Add the relation d 3 = 1 to G to obtain a group in which the relations of π λ B(p, q, r) 
